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About This Game

Copoka is an open-world exploratory indie game about a bird building its nest in a totalitarian city state. As a player, you are
soaring free, high above the city of Copoka, as a contrast to the citizens below. Your goal is to find and collect twigs for your

nest, and as you construct your home piece by piece a story of intrigue and politics beneath around you.

Key Features

Take wing and enjoy the freedom of flight

Experience a city boiling with strife and political turmoil

Eavesdrop on conversations to get the full story of the city

Story

The city of Copoka is in distress. Speakers all around the city proclaim the glory of the Great Leader and how she will bring
salvation to a country in need, while people lament in the streets about starvation and dissatisfaction. Something is brewing in

the back alleys of the slums. Whispers in the wind tell about a coming uprising, about an end to the suffering and new hope for
the citizens of Copoka. Being a bird you can undertake the role of silent observer. By listening to people around the city a more
nuanced picture of the brewing conflict is revealed - a conflict concerning clashing ideologies regardless of social standing or

allegiance.
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Of course, it’s up to you if you wish to stop and listen. After all, what are human concerns to a bird anyway?
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Title: Copoka
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Inaccurate Interactive
Publisher:
Guru Games
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64, Windows 8 x64, Windows 10 x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400S at 2.5 Ghz or AMD FX-4100 at 3.6 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560TI or Radeon R7 260X

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1700 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® compatible sound card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Controller is recommended

English
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Hours of fun creating everything from nothing :). Very simple and I absolutely welcome more of these, hope they make them
more of a simulator game than a step-by-step hold your hand type game though.. Oh man! The game is worth it just for the
hilarious facial expressions the characters make.
Gameplay is pretty standard fighter stuff but it is quite choppy compared to higher budget affairs. (Tekken, Street Fighter, etc.)
Needs some polish and maybe some more characters.
There is a (thin) single player story for every playable character.
I laughed my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/4HadbWYRv18. Hello Comrades,
This certain video game is very good! I like flying planes while drinking Vodka!. I played for what felt like an hour but probably
15 minutes before I realized there's not much of a point here. There's a blue and a pink upgrade. Your bullets change colors but
you can't fully tell if you're supposed to be collecting them both or just one color to power up that color. and the levels are a few
minutes long and just ultimately repeat. the mobs get a little bit harder and your guns get a little bit more powerful every level in
this infinite battle. There's no scores, no loot, not even an indication of what level you're on. it's just you and your bullets against
them and their bullets. forever.. Not very ,,scary,, game but its has some deeper meaning focused on the psychological aspect.
It's realy quick and free, I mean, give it a try and you will see for yourself.
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After hearing all of the hype about Artifex Mundi games, I have to say I'm extremely disappointed. While this game isn't bad, it
certainly isn't good either. I like the artwork and music, but there are several problems. It took me a total of about 6.5 hours to
finish, and after 3.5 or 4 hours, I was actually hoping it would be over soon because it wasn't enjoyable any more. I got it on sale
for $3.99, and I definitely regret this purchase.

Pro:
+ Nice artwork
+ Nice music

Con:
- Many HO items blend into background nearly perfectly, making them extremely difficult to see
- Many HO items 90-95% covered, making them extremely difficult to see
- Many HO items mislabeled
- Some HO items not commonly known (such as Aquarius, Saggitarius, bracer, and tanto)
- Some HO items misspelled (such as "Scull" instead of "Skull")
- Some HO scenes with unstated rules (like the first one, where you have to click the listed items, and then click the gemstones
revealed when the listed items move)
- Many mini-games with unclear rules
- Many mini-games where all you do is point, click, and repeat (no thought required)
- One mini-game (parachute one) where they literally said to guess which buttons to press
- Too much back and forth (go to scene A, perform action to get item 1; go to scene B, use item 1, perform action to get item 2;
go back to scene A, use item 2, perform action to get item 3; then go back to scene B, use item 3, and perform action to get item
4)
- Some scenes with unintuitive, somewhat nonsensical required actions. REAL WEEB HOURS. Bought this during the 2018
Winter Sale because it featured on Lazy Game Reviews on Youtube.

For the price, it was a pretty good 3 hours of entertainment Not including the "secret" end game bonus chapter)

It's a point and click \/ puzzle game at heart (and not overly challenging).

The bugs other older reviews mentioned didn't occur when I played so it appears they have been fixed.. Craniods utterly useless.
Their infantry wiped out en mass by Corp shooters.
Guardtowers killing 20 at a time.
Don't even waste your time.. 13/10
BEST. GAME. EVER.. Too many hackers. Region lock China.. It was pretty fun to play, but it isnt that hard.. just buy the uk
pack... Cute and narrative puzzle game with platformer based features and physic interactions. Not so hard but very comfortable
to complete every day some levels. Recommended!

Pros:
- Smooth designed puzzles
- Nice visual style
- Story
- Platformer and physic interactions

Cons:
- Very low sound volume

p.s. too low price. Call the cops , I was robbed !!! With a price tag of $3.99 (American dollars) and only getting two (2) levels
for the whole game (So thats $2 a level\/round) is it worth such a steep price tag. Although it was was a cute and amusing game,
I would higly recommend waiting for more content to be added to the game or the price to drop alot .... Ouch my butt still hurts
!
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